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The title, subtitle, and chronological span of the series require a few words of explanation. In the first place, the title ‘Limina/ Limites’ echoes the clear assonances between the root of two Latin words that respectively indicate ‘thresholds’ and ‘boundaries’ (and thus ‘frontiers’), as well as that of the Greek word for ‘harbour’ (λιμήν), which, for an island – and, more broadly speaking, for any coastal city – is both a point of connectivity and a boundary of isolation.

Islands and boundaries/borders are two of the many possible keys through which we can study the post-Classical Mediterranean. Ever since the Mediterranean ceased to be a great Roman ‘lake’, that same Sea became an often-uncrossable boundary that both separated and protected the many worlds that developed in different ways and at a different pace along its extensive coast. At the same time, however, the Mediterranean continued to be a unifying element: it provided a shared identity to communities that were culturally and geographically distant; and it could still be crossed to reach other frontiers, and even beyond.

From this point of view, islands and borders, forming connecting lines and lines of separation, and offering unified identities but also socio-cultural diversities, can become spaces for reflection. As such, they are ideal for disciplines that seek to understand the past but also aim to make much more widely available the tools with which to interpret some of the basic needs of the contemporary world.

The subtitle – with all nouns in the plural – alludes to the need for a multiplicity of different approaches. Today, history and archaeology – especially in the Mediterranean – are understood as multiple disciplines – disciplines that search not so much for an a priori monolithic, specific definition, but rather for an exploration of the limits that must be overcome and the intersection points that need to be exploited.

The chronological span, 365–1556, providing a long-term vision, is essential for exploring in timedepth the multiple themes of study. AD 365, or, more precisely, the 21st of July 365, the day of the most violent tsunami documented in the literary sources, marks the moment at which, in the midst of transformation of the ancient world, the Mediterranean seems to reclaim its physical centrality. This was due to the devastating effects of this natural disaster and, above all, to its global visibility, as is evident from the many different witnesses describing the event, from both the eastern and the western shores of the Mediterranean. At the other end of the chronological span, January 16th, 1556, the day of the coronation of Philip II of Spain, symbolically marks the date on which the Mediterranean enters contemporary historiography, as understood through the vision of the historian Fernand Braudel and his rewriting of the rules of historiographical analysis, pursuing directions that often cross paths with archaeology.
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Miguel Ángel Cau Ontiveros, Demetrios Michaelides, Philippe Pergola, Guido Vannini, Enrico Zanini
Titolo, sottotitolo e ambito cronologico di una serie editoriale richiedono qualche parola di spiegazione da parte dei curatori. Il titolo gioca evidentemente sull’assonanza della radice delle parole latine che indicano rispettivamente soglie e confini, dunque frontiere, con quella della parola greca che indica il porto, che per un’isola – e in senso lato per ogni città che si affacci sul mare – è al tempo stesso una soglia di connettività e un confine di isolamento.

Isole e frontiere sono due delle tante possibili chiavi di lettura per provare a studiare il Mediterraneo post-antico. Da quando cessa di essere un grande lago romano, il Mediterraneo diviene una frontiera spesso invalicabile, che separa e protegge reciprocamente i tanti mondi che si sviluppano con ritmi e forme diversi lungo le sue coste. Al tempo stesso però il Mediterraneo continua ad essere un elemento di unità: fornisce una identità condivisa a comunità culturalmente e geograficamente distanti; può essere attraversato per spingersi verso, e al di là di, altre frontiere.

Isole e frontiere, linee di connessione e linee di separazione, identità unitarie e molteplicità socioculturali divengono da questo punto di vista spazi di riflessione per discipline volte alla conoscenza del passato, ma che intendono mettere a disposizione della collettività strumenti per interpretare alcune esigenze fondamentali della contemporaneità, risolvendo, ad esempio, in termini di ‘Archeologia Pubblica’ spunti, risultati ed esiti delle ricerche proposte o almeno di alcune di esse, fra ricerca pura e ricerca applicata.

Il sottotitolo, tutto al plurale, allude alla necessità di una molteplicità di approcci diversi. Storia e archeologia – a maggior ragione nel Mediterraneo – sono discipline che appaiono oggi declinabili solo in forma plurale, alla ricerca non di una monolitica definizione disciplinare a priori, ma di un’esplorazione di limiti da superare e di punti di intersezione da sfruttare. Luogo di incontro tra le discipline non può che essere il territorio, inteso come prodotto della interazione tra culture e natura: unità minima di osservazione del fenomeno storico e unità minima di contestualizzazione delle tracce archeologiche.

Le date di riferimento (365–1556) – in un’ottica di ‘lungo periodo’ – sono sembrate ai curatori una possibile conseguenza logica delle premesse e possono quindi rendere più esplicito il progetto. Il 365 – per la precisione il 21 luglio del 365, giorno del più violento maremoto narrato dalle fonti letterarie – segna il momento in cui, nel bel mezzo della trasformazione del mondo antico, il Mediterraneo riconquista, quasi per metafora, la sua centralità fisica, fatta di onde e di venti, dando vita a un fenomeno epocale, per i suoi effetti disastrosi e soprattutto per la sua visibilità globale, come dimostrano i tanti testimoni diversi che dalle sponde orientali e occidentali descrivono lo stesso evento con lingue e voci differenti. Il 1556 – per la precisione il 16 gennaio 1556, giorno dell’incoronazione di Filippo II di Spagna – segna simbolicamente la data in cui il Mediterraneo entra nella storiografia contemporanea attraverso la grande lezione di Fernand Braudel, riscrivendo le regole del gioco storiografico in una direzione che ha molti punti di intersezione con l’archeologia.

Limina/Limites accoglie ormai atti di convegni e seminari, singole monografie e studi collettivi che, indipendentemente dalla loro origine disciplinare, si propongano come obiettivo l’integrazione di fonti e sistemi di dati diversi in funzione di una ricostruzione globale orientata alla lunga durata e alla dimensione spaziale mediterranea.

Tutti volumi sono sottoposti a una doppia peer review anonima.
Titre, sous-titre et arc chronologique d’une collection éditoriale ont besoin que leurs responsables s’en expliquent. Le titre joue à l’évidence autour de l’assonance des racines des mots latins qui indiquent à la fois des lieux de passages et des limites, donc des frontières, comme pour le mot grec qui indique le port, lequel représente, pour une île -et plus largement pour toute ville qui donne sur la mer- un lieu de connexion et à la fois une limite qui isole.

Iles et frontières sont deux des innombrables clés de lecture pour tenter d’ouvrir les portes de l’étude de la Méditerranée post antique. A partir du moment où elle cesse d’être un grand lac romain, la Méditerranée devient une frontière parfois insurmontable, qui sépare et protège réciproquement les nombreux mondes qui se développent à des rythmes et sous des formes différentes le long de ses côtes. Au même moment, la Méditerranée continue à être un élément d’unité : elle fournit une identité partagée par des communautés culturellement et géographiquement distantes ; elle peut être traversée pour aller vers, et au-delà, d’autres frontières.

Iles et frontières sont à la fois des lignes qui unissent et qui séparent, des identités unitaires et des multiplicités socio culturelles. Elles deviennent ainsi de vastes espaces de réflexion pour des disciplines tournées vers la connaissance du passé, mais qui entendent mettre à la disposition des collectivités des instruments pour interpréter certaines exigences fondamentales du monde contemporain, en résolvant, par exemple, en des termes d’Archéologie publique, des pistes, des résultats et des issues pour les recherches proposées, ou du moins pour une part d’entre elles, entre recherche pure et recherche appliquée.

Le sous-titre, entièrement au pluriel, est une allusion à la nécessité d’une multiplicité d’approches différentes. Histoire et archéologie – à plus forte raison en Méditerranée – sont des disciplines qui apparaissent devoir être aujourd’hui déclinées au pluriel, non pas à la recherche a priori d’une définition disciplinaire monolithique, mais qui doivent explorer les limites à dépasser et les points de rencontre à exploiter. Le lieu de rencontre entre les disciplines ne peut qu’être le territoire, entendu comme le produit de l’interaction entre cultures et nature, à savoir des unités minimales où contextualiser les traces archéologiques.

Les dates de référence se situent dans une optique de longue durée et se sont imposées comme l’une des conséquences logiques possibles de notre postulat de départ, pour rendre plus explicite encore notre projet. L’année 365 – et pour être plus précis, le 21 juillet 365, jour du raz-de-marée le plus violent qu’aient jamais rappelé les sources littéraires – marque le moment où, au beau milieu de la transformation du monde antique, la Méditerranée reconquiert, de manière quasiment métaphorique, sa centralité physique, faite de vagues déchaînées et de vents violents, pour donner vie à un phénomène qui marque cette époque par ses effets désastreux et surtout par la visibilité globale qu’il acquiert, comme le prouvent le grand nombre des témoins qui décrivent les dévastations de ce même phénomène, depuis les rives orientales et occidentales, en des langues et avec des voix différentes.

L’année 1556 – et pour être plus précis, le 16 janvier 1556, jour du couronnement de Philippe II d’Espagne – marque symboliquement la date retenue pour l’entrée de la Méditerranée dans l’historiographie moderne à travers la grande leçon de Fernand Braudel, en réécrivant les règles du jeu historiographique dans une direction qui a de nombreux points d’intersection avec l’archéologie.

Limina/Limites accueille désormais à la fois des actes de congrès et colloques, de séminaires, des monographies et des études collectives lesquelles, indépendamment de leur discipline d’origine, ont pour objectif l’intégration de sources et de systèmes, autour de données différentes, en fonction d’une reconstruction globale, orientée vers la longue durée et la dimension de l’espace méditerranéen.

Tous les volumes sont soumis à une double évaluation anonyme.
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This volume contains a selection of the papers presented at session no. 574, ‘Suburbia and Rural Landscapes in Medieval Sicily’, organised by Angelo Castrorao Barba, Giuseppe Mandalà and María de los Ángeles Utrero Agudo at the 24th Annual Meeting of the European Association of Archaeologists held in Barcelona (8 September 2018).1

Post-Roman Sicily stands as a sort of case study for Mediterranean dynamics, connecting continuity, transformation, innovation and resilience to a wider frame of political change: the island’s role in the Byzantine State, the Islamic conquest, the Norman domination, and the emergence of the Swabian empire. The challenge of the present proposal is to approach medieval Sicily and to analyse and interpret the material evidence of these many ‘transitions’ through the archaeological record. This book aims to present the results of the main ongoing archaeological and historical research focusing on medieval suburbia and rural sites in Sicily. It is thus intended to update traditional views regarding the evolution of this territory from late antiquity to the Middle Ages by bringing into the picture new data from archaeological excavations undertaken at several sites across Sicily, new information from surveys of written sources, and new reflections based on the analysis of both material and documentary sources.

A sign of the renewed interest in the archaeology of medieval Sicily, this volume collects the most recent results of research carried out by teams from various European research institutions and by the Soprintendenze per i Beni Culturali e Ambientali (Superintendencies for Cultural and Environmental Heritage) – and more specifically their Archaeological Heritage Departments – of the Sicilian Regional Government.

The historical framework offered by the analysis of written sources – masterfully conducted since the 1950s by Illuminato Peri2 and Vincenzo D’Alessandro3 – has already produced important historical results, for example, as concerns the agrarian history of the late Middle Ages, the more general relationship between city and countryside, and also the legal status of ‘villeins’ during the Norman period.4 This vast amount of data and reflections was evaluated by scholars and was finally brought together in Sandro Carocci’s handbook dedicated to the Signorie di Mezzogiorno,5 but no doubt this frame of reference should be enriched and reconsidered in light of the ongoing archaeological research.

While ‘rooting’ for the recomposition of the two research lines – i.e., archaeological and written sources – one can observe that, from a general point of view, no matter what method of investigation is adopted, land remains the foundation of the structural social processes governed by the relationship between city and countryside; this is the case with urban gardens and orchards as much as with the most isolated countryside.

These processes are supported by an economic system of production, distribution and sale that hinges on the relationship between the city (understood as a political-administrative pole and commercial and judicial centre) and the countryside (understood as a productive pole). In this area too, one must consider some well-established historiographical myths. For example, in Michele Amari’s reconstruction,6 the arrival of the Muslims brought an end to the late-antique domination of latifundia – consequently restoring the freedom and dignity of the figure of the farmer-colonist – based on a land ownership system that was to reappear under the Normans. Now it is clear that Amari was projecting onto the myth of the Islamic golden age the urgent need for agrarian reform in nineteenth-century Sicily, since a recent historical-archaeological study has brought to light the existence of large-scale properties during the Islamic period, even though it is not possible to know whether these estates originally dated from an earlier time.7

---

1 The full panel programme can be found in the European Association of Archaeologists. Annual Meeting 2018: 352–354.
2 Peri 1978.
3 D’Alessandro 2010.
4 De Simone 2004; Nef 2011: 479–579.
5 Carocci 2014.
6 Amari 1933–39.
7 Arcifa, Bagnera and Nef 2012: 265–266.
The archaeological investigations we can expect to be conducted in the coming decades will enable a sharper focus on questions regarding the formation of the Islamic society of Sicily and the taxation system on goods produced on the island, especially in rural areas. Land sometimes served as a symbol of fertility, sometimes as a means to legitimise aristocratic status; at times it was synonymous with wealth or represented an instrument of supremacy. In any case, land – first as *latifundium*, then as *fief* in the legal sense of the term (*beneficium*), and later still as *fief* in a figurative sense (that is, again as *latifundium*) – was the cornerstone around which the medieval history of Sicily and its anthropological and cultural identity revolved. Still, this identity changes meaning and value according to time-contingent ‘values’.
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The archaeological investigations we can expect to conducted in the coming decades will enable a sharper focus on questions regarding the formation of the Islamic society of Sicily and the taxation system on goods produced on the island, especially in rural areas. Land sometimes served as a symbol of fertility, sometimes as a means to legitimise aristocratic status; at times it was synonymous with wealth or represented an instrument of supremacy. In any case, land – first as *latifundium*, then as *fief* in the legal sense of the term (*beneficium*), and later still as *fief* in a figurative sense (that is, again as *latifundium*) – was the cornerstone around which the medieval history of Sicily and its anthropological and cultural identity revolved. Still, this identity changes meaning and value according to time-contingent ‘values’.

Moving on to archaeology, the preliminary archaeological research conducted by French scholars on medieval Sicilian settlements created neither a proper debate nor a real school of medieval archaeology in Sicily. To this day, no monographic books on late-antique settlements in Sicily have ever been published (only the last chapters in Roger Wilson’s volume on Roman Sicily are devoted to the 4th and 5th centuries AD). The only comprehensive overview of settlement patterns in the Byzantine, Islamic and Norman periods remains Ferdinando Maurici’s book (from 1992), which is mainly based on written sources and very little material evidence or data from stratigraphic excavations.

In recent decades, interest in the archaeology of early medieval Sicily has grown considerably. An increase in knowledge of chronological indicators in early medieval pottery in Sicily has made it possible to better identify the evidence from this age, especially as regards the lesser-known period between the 8th and early 10th centuries.

Recent excavations are revealing a new degree of complexity in the Sicilian countryside, especially for the early medieval period: the Byzantine *castrum* of Monte Kassar (Province of Palermo); the Byzantine village of Rocchicella di Mineo (Prov. of Catania); the rural site of Colmitella (Prov. of Agrigento), with Byzantine and Islamic phases; the fortified Islamic granary of Pizzo Monaco (Prov. of Trapani); the Byzantine/Islamic hilltop site of Contrada Castro (Prov. of Palermo); the post-Roman phases of occupation in villas like the Villa del Casale at Piazza Armerina (Prov. of Enna), or in large villages along the road network, such as Casale San Pietro at Castronovo di Sicilia (Prov. of Palermo), and Philosophiana/Soiana (Prov. of Caltanissetta). Less known and debated is the archaeological evidence of Islamic architecture in the countryside, such as the baths at Cefalà Diana (Prov. of Palermo) or the hilltop/fortified sites of Calatubo and Calathamet in northwestern Sicily (Prov. of Trapani).

The new relevance of medieval Sicily for a global reconsideration of the transition from late antiquity to the Middle Ages in relation to Mediterranean landscapes has inspired two European projects – *Mediterranean mountainous landscapes* (https://memolaproject.eu/) and *Sicily in transition* (https://www.sicilyintransition.org/) – along with various others (such as *Harvesting memories: the ecology and archaeology of Monti Sicani landscapes*), which have applied interdisciplinary approaches that may generate new debates and historiographical frameworks in the future.

While a recent volume has dealt with the transformation of early medieval Sicilian cities, the present book focuses on extra-urban spaces, from suburban areas to inland territories, with the aim of presenting the critical mass of data that has been emerging in recent years from archaeological research on Sicilian landscapes.

The volume is divided into thematic areas: 1) *Urbanscapes, suburbia, hinterlands*; 2) *Inland and mountainous landscapes*; 3) *Changes in rural settlement patterns*; 4) *Defence and control of the territory*. The first part presents recent discoveries in the suburbs of Palermo which provide new data on the phases of occupation during the Islamic period (AD 831-1072). Beyond the limits of the Punic/Roman city and the medieval/early modern walls, evidence relating to artisan quarters and cemetery areas from the Islamic period has been discovered in recent years. These discoveries confirm the indications given to us by Ibn Hawqal’s travel report (AD 973) and the mention of settlements just outside Palermo in the *Book of Curiosities* (AD 1020-1050). In fact, these
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new archaeological data open up new perspectives for research and reflection on Islamic urbanism in relation to the territory surrounding the city, which cannot be reduced to the area enclosed within the physical limits of the defensive walls.

This connection between suburban space and the city is an element of great interest in light of the new research carried out on the San Giovanni dei Lebbrosi complex located in the southernmost outskirts of Palermo.30 This sector of the hinterland emerges as a key point of connection between the city and the countryside. The construction in this place of a Norman hospital for infectious diseases, under royal patronage, testifies to its strategic importance as part of an important road axis extending along the so-called Ponte dell’Ammiraglio, which linked the outskirts to the city-centre of Palermo. Recent archaeological investigations (2017, 2019-2020) have made it possible to expand the picture of the Islamic and Norman occupation of the suburbs of Palermo. Indeed, the Norman hospital was founded around the middle of the 12th century on a site that, according to both written and archaeological evidence (a layered occupation sequence, buildings, an Islamic-rite burial), was an Islamic settlement between the 10th and mid-11th centuries.

Further along this road axis, which allowed access to the city of Palermo for those coming from Messina, essentially overlapping with the Roman Via Valeria, we find another religious complex from the Norman period, the church of Santa Maria di Campogrosso.31 The excavations conducted and the study of its architecture have confirmed the chronology for the foundation of the Norman monastery, which is in line with the data from written sources, from the first half of the 12th century. According to the Polish team researching the site, the church shows close parallels to churches within Norman monasteries in France, while the coins associated with the burials in phase with the building and some radiocarbon dating indicate that the complex was in use between the 12th century and the end of the 13th.

A cross-analysis between territory and urban landscape has been conducted for Agrigento.32 Here previous research on the Valle del Platani, new data on the Colmitella excavations, and the new season of archaeological investigations promoted by the Archaeological and Landscape Park of The Valley of the Temples have provided a considerable range of data for a solid reconstruction of the changes between late antiquity and the Middle Ages.

The second part of the volume, discussing inland and mountain territories, shows – already from the first contribution, devoted to the Entella area33 – how the urban and suburban dynamics of Palermo were connected to the transformation of settlement dynamics in the inland territory, thereby reaffirming the close relationship between medium and long-range connections between city, suburbs, and countryside. In Entella (Contessa Entellina, Prov. of Palermo), many years of excavations and surveys have enabled a reconstruction of medieval population trends. After underlining our very limited knowledge of the Byzantine period, the authors note how the Aghlabid conquest of the island led to an initial intensification of the occupation of the countryside between the end of the 9th century and the beginning of the 10th which, however, underwent even greater development starting from the mid-10th century. This increase in sites and therefore in the vitality of the countryside during the second half of the 10th century is related to the parallel reoccupation of the ancient Rocca di Entella, perhaps in connection with the decree issued by Fatimid caliph al-Mu’izz in 356/966-967, ordering the scattered population to be brought together in the administrative centres of the various rural districts.34 This trend in the Entella area is reflected in the results pertaining to the discovery of a new rural site in Contrada Castro in the neighbouring area of Corleone (Prov. of Palermo).35 The stratigraphic sequence for the Contrada Castro settlement, supported by radiocarbon dating, appears to shed considerable light on the transition from the Byzantine period to the first phases of the Islamic occupation. Indeed, it reveals that the reoccupation of this high ground – already inhabited between the 6th and 4th centuries BC – took place in the mid-7th century, while it was between the late 8th and 9th centuries that masonry structures were built, including a kiln for ceramics and tiles. This attests to a stable occupation connected to agricultural exploitation and animal breeding practices documented by archaeobotanical and archaeozoological finds. A clear change in the topography of the site did not occur immediately following the Islamic conquest of nearby Corleone in 840 but a few decades later, when the buildings collapsed, and during the first half of the 10th century, when new buildings were erected with a different orientation from the previous ones. This site, in other words, experienced intense occupation precisely in the transitional period between the end of the Byzantine era and the first phases of the Islamic occupation. As such, it shows the great potential of new investigations on rural contexts that are totally
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Islamic society on rural landscapes in Sicily is offered a new perspective on the impact of the formation of an Arab-Berber Christian society, thus opening up new possibilities in terms of the transformation of rural landscapes from Late Antiquity towards the Middle Ages. Research in the Madonie Mountains area, between the 8th and 9th centuries, has highlighted important stratigraphic sequences at sites such as Casale in Piazza Armerina in the province of Enna.14 Furthermore, new investigations in the Ninfa district and at Case Bastione (Villarosa) of Enna – and at other sites in the hinterland of Ninfa, such as Butera – have revealed the presence not only of large villas such as Piazza Armerina and the recently excavated one in Contrada Gerace, but also – and especially – by secondary settlements, such as Sofiana. For a long time, the latter maintained a central role both in the management and exploitation of rural spaces and in ensuring a connection with long-distance markets, as demonstrated by imports of North African pottery (African red slip ware and amphorae). The endurance of a certain degree of demographic density in the inland areas of central Sicily – at least between late antiquity and the early Byzantine period – is witnessed by the presence of numerous rock necropolises – such as Nicosia and Sperlinga – which would seem to suggest precisely a pattern of unbroken occupation from late antiquity to the early Middle Ages, especially in the case of settlements connected to the road network. Furthermore, new investigations in the Ninfa district of Enna – between the Castello di Lombardia and the Rocca di Cerere – and at Case Bastione (Villarosa) have highlighted important stratigraphic sequences that attest to the intensity of occupation in the full Byzantine period, between the 8th and 9th centuries, thus opening up new possibilities in terms of the evaluation of demographics and settlement patterns in Sicily on the eve of the Islamic conquest.

A new perspective on the impact of the formation of an Islamic society on rural landscapes in Sicily is offered by the typical approach of hydraulic archaeology, which over the past few decades has become consolidated through the study of al-Andalus,38 yet has never been applied to the Sicilian context.39 Despite the differences between the two geographical areas of al-Andalus and Sicily, Arabic-Berber terms connected to water and hydraulic infrastructures persist in the micro-toponymy, such as the well with a domed covering known as cuba or cubicella from qubba, or the hydraulic wheel called senia from sāniya. The mapping of evidence related to the traditional use of water in the Calatafimi area and the economic and anthropological reflections on agro-systems certainly offer new ideas to go beyond a site-centric vision of the network of settlements and to adopt a more holistic approach to the landscape as a stratified system. The ultimate aim is to provide historical reconstructions of the medieval rural world that take environmental characteristics and human-environment interactions into account.

In order to offer an analysis of the changes that occurred during the Middle Ages compared to the previous periods, the third part of the book collects a series of contributions that show various aspects of continuity, change, and resilience in the formation of medieval Sicilian landscapes. A detailed analysis of the relationship between ancient roads and medieval settlement models has been undertaken for the central-northern part of Sicily.40 The parallel analysis of the road system, toponymy, historical attestations, and data from archaeological surveys has proven to be an appropriate methodology for identifying persistence and innovations in the formation of a medieval landscape of ‘castles, hamlets and feuds, hospitalia and rural churches’ in relation to the endurance and transformation of the ancient road network.

In addition, in a comparative analysis of two survey areas, namely Gela and the Monti Sicani in the hinterland of Agrigento, settlement dynamics show the unbroken occupation up to the Middle Ages of various valley bottom sites which had already been occupied in Roman times or late antiquity.41 A distinctive phenomenon is the ‘ascent to the heights’ in various sites both in the lower Platani valley (i.e., Pizzo di Minico, Pizzo Santa Anastasia, Monte Castelluzzo) and in the hinterland of Gela. Here – especially at Butera – Iron Age and Greek settlement sites were newly occupied in the Middle Ages after a hiatus during Roman times.

A broken continuity, but with significant structural and functional changes, is found in the late-antique Villa del Casale in Piazza Armerina in the province of Enna.42 The
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revision of the old excavations of the 1950s and, above all, the long excavation campaigns in recent decades have made it possible to outline the history of the villa ‘after the villa’, during the Byzantine and Islamic periods. A relevant issue is the new interpretation of some large pits referable to the Islamic period and interpreted as anaerobic grain stores. These are probably associated with the collective responsibility for the taxation of grain; therefore ‘a similar placement of storage pits could correspond to the need for control among the peasant families of the same community, or be a sign of strengthened control over peasants by owners or administrators’.

Another very interesting area marked by a long period of occupation of late-antique sites at least throughout the Byzantine period is the slopes of Mt. Etna.43 Very interesting ideas have come from the new interpretation of a double wall of large lava stone blocks, extending for almost two kilometres, at Santa Venera (Bronte, Prov. of Catania), which is located next to a fortified enclosure from the Byzantine period.

This presence of defensive structures introduces the fourth part of the volume, dedicated to the defence and control of eastern Sicily in the Byzantine period. A fundamental element in the structuring of the countryside from late antiquity to the late Middle Ages across Europe and the Mediterranean was the progressive militarization of society44 and the formation of fortified settlements, often on hilltops.45

In the years following the establishment of the thema of Sicily and prior to the landing of the Aghlabid army on the west coast, the formation of a system of fortifications – including the imposing public fortification identified at Monte Kassar, in a hinge area between the western and eastern parts of Sicily – can also be seen to reflect a deliberate choice to concentrate defences on the eastern part of the island to protect the capital, Syracuse. The detection of new pottery indicators, such as hand-made casseroles and new types of architecture such as the circular dry-stone dwellings of the villages asanaerobic grain stores. These are probably associated with the collective responsibility for the taxation of grain; therefore ‘a similar placement of storage pits could correspond to the need for control among the peasant families of the same community, or be a sign of strengthened control over peasants by owners or administrators’.

The essays in this volume underline the fundamental contribution of archaeological research in Sicily to propose new topics for the debate on the formation of early medieval landscapes. A comparison with other research areas and constant dialogue with historical sources constitute essential elements for advancing our knowledge of the rural and suburban world of Sicily as a case study illustrating Mediterranean dynamics at the crossroads between the Byzantine and Islamic worlds.
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